
Microphone-Arms

PROBOOM™ DELUXE www.ocwhite.eu

www.eurolupe.com

51900-B

51900

ProBoom ™ Deluxe    Mic Arm with 30 cm Riser
Undoubtedly, the world’s most popular Mic™ arm in the radio broadcast industry. 

Our famous Deluxe Ultraflex® arms provide unequalled holding power and “squeak-free” operation while “on

the air”. 

Provided with a 5/8-27 threaded mouting stud to hold virtually any microphone in a stable position. 

Overall reach of this model is 73 cm, and comes with our standard 30 cm vertical riser to clear nearfield moni-

tors. Smooth, quiet operation leaves our competition in the dust!
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Colors: shadow-white or black
Springs: chromeplated music-
steel, optionally gold-plated
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61900-B

61900-B

PROBOOM™ ELITE    Mic Arm with 30 cm Riser
The new standard in microphone arms… our ProBoom™ Elite series. Featuring an exclusive wire channel

top arm for fast installation of XLR cable, there is no easier mic arm to install. With our patented arm and

cover, you can have this arm wired in less than 10 seconds!

Our standard configuration is our 73cm reach model, with special 38 cm vertical riser. Our 38 cm riser also

has an integrated XLR cradle for clean and easy installation, as well as offers the choice of side exit or

through desk cable installation. Complete with 5/8-27 threaded mounting stud.

No other manufacturer gives as many options!
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Mic-Arm with 
integrated  

Wire Channel

Colors: shadow-white or black
Springs: chromeplated music-steel, 
optionally gold-plated



Triple Microphone-Arms

PROBOOM™ ELITE www.ocwhite.eu
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61900-3-B

PROBOOM™ ELITE                                 Triple Mic Arm with 30 cm Riser

The new standard in microphone arms…                                         our ProBoom™ Elite series. Featuring an

exclusive wire channel top arm for fast installation of XLR cable, there is no easier mic arm to install. With

our patented arm and cover, you can have this arm wired in less than 10 seconds!

This is our Round Table configuration, with (3) 74 cm Elite(TM) arms, and 30 cm triple mic arm riser. As with

all models, it comes with 5/8-27 threaded mounting stud on each arm.
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Colors: shadow-white or
black

Springs: chromeplated
music-steel, 

optionally gold-plated

Triple-Mic-Arms

with Cable

Channel



Microphone-Arms Special Edition

PROBOOM™ DELUXE www.ocwhite.eu

www.eurolupe.com

14199-B
Extended Reach
114 cm Arm

PROBOOM™ Special Edition
ProBoom™ Elite Mic Arm - This is our Extended reach Mic™ Arm model, with two long armatures,

and adjustable spring tension points. This arm was originally designed exclusively for RCA. It featu-

res a 114 cm total reach, and has the capability to adjust the spring mounting points. This allows for

increased spring tension, to hold up heavier microphones, without the need to purchase new arma-

tures or springs. This arm is offered in a choice of finishes. 5/8-27 threaded mounting stud included.
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Colors:
shadow-white

or black
Springs:

chromeplated
music-steel, 

optionally
gold-plated

14295-B
73 cm Arm-only as seen
Option: Fixture of Choice
from our Part Catalogue

14199-R-B
Extended Reach
114 cm Arm + 
30 cm Riser
to reach even 
over Monitors 52900

Extended Reach
116 cm Arm
with double-
knee joints



ProBoom™-
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Proven & massive

parts of the Radio-,

Electronics-  and 

Mechanical Industry
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# EB1, diagonale
Riser 30 cm

# 14100, Riser 
30 cm

# 14111, Triple Riser 
30 cm

# 14250, 37,5 cm Riser
with Cable channel 

# 11461 Wall mount # 11463 Screw Down Fixture # 11461 Table Clamp  Std

# 11464  Heavy Duty Table
Clamp, double wide

Springs made from
music-steel

# 14402, 
Spring chrome plated

# 12402-G
Spring gold plated

Mic-studs 16222                16220-1G                 16231-G
standard plating is chrome-look, gold-plating always is the option
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